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Punctum Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 201 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.There is not one corner of the earth where
the alleged crime of sodomy has not had shrines and votaries. Marquis de Sade, Philosophy in the
Bedroom Maybe the target nowadays is not to discover what we are, but to refuse what we are.We
have to promote new forms of subjectivity through the refusal of this kind of individuality. Michel
Foucault, The Subject and Power Do opposites attract? Is desire lack? These assumptions have
become so much a part of the ways in which we conceive desire that they are rarely questioned. Yet,
what do they say about how homosexuality - a desire for the same - is viewed in our culture? This
book takes as its starting point the absence of a suitable theory of homosexual desire, a theory not
predicated on such heterological assumptions. It is an investigation into how such assumptions
acquired meaning within homosexual discourse, and as such is offered as an interruption within the
hegemony of desire. As such, homosexual desire constitutes the biggest challenge to Western binaric
thinking in that it...
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Reviews
Certainly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. It is definitely simplified but excitement inside the 50 percent of the book. I am just easily will get a
delight of studying a composed pdf.
-- Lelia Heidenr eich
This is basically the greatest pdf i have got go through right up until now. It normally fails to cost excessive. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Genoveva La ng wor th
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